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THE FRX-C LARGESOURCEMODIFICATION

R. E. Chrien, M. Tuszewski, E. J. Yavornik, G. A. Barnes,
W. T. Armstrong, W. N. Hugrass, P. L. Klingner, K. F. HcKenna,

S. Okada*, D. J. Rej, R. E. Siemon

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NH 87545

I. Introduction: The FRX-C Large Source Mod.ifi~-ationl (LSM) consists of a
larger d ischarge tube and a larger radius coi~ connected to the existing
FRX-C collector plates and capacitcr banks. The objectives of LSil are to (1)
study the size dependence of processes governing FRC formation and poloidal
flux trapping in order to improve the design of larger field-reversed theta
pinch devices, (2) increase the parameter = (number of local ion gyroradii
between the field null and separatrix)z to seek access to predicted ,new
regimes of improved confinementa~4 and possible instability, (3) search for
evidence of internal tilt instability at higher values of s where the mode is
predicted to grow ~ore rapidly, and (4) observe the effect of s and larger
size on FRC confinement. In this paper we will discuss the construction of
LSII, the experimental plan, and preliminary experimental results.
11. Construction: LSII construction began 24 June 1985 and was completed
30 August l= The principal modifications of the previous FRX-C
configuration were the installation of larger isolation inductors in the bias
bank circuit, a 50% larger radius quartz tube (Sq cm radius, 3 m length),
associated vacuum hardware, and larger 0-pinch coils. The isolation
inductances were increased in proportion with the increased coil inductance.
The quartz tube (purchased for $28K from Heraeus Quarzschmelze in West
Germany) could be delivered with a wall thickness of only 4.5 mm, this
thickness wculd have provided a safety factor of only two against buckling
when evacuated. An acceptable safety factoz (4) was achievede by wrapping
the tube with epoxy-coated Kevlar fabric in azimuthal bands (7” width, 1“
separation, 5/16” thickness). Larger vacuum hardware to accommodate the
quartz tube is attached at one end to the ●xisting vacuum tee and at the
other end is supported by the existing translation table.’ Axial rods axe
employed to counteract the atmospheric forces on each ●nd. The larger cojl
sections for LSH were bolted to the upper transition plates of the existing
FRX-C “gull wing” structure after removal of the lower transition plates
previously used with 24.8 cm radius FRX-C coils. The initial coil geGmetry
consists of a central section (41 cm radius, 1?0 cm length) and passive
mirror sections (33 cm radius, 15 cm length) at l~ach ●nd. Other coil radii
(35 cm ~g,nd 38 cm) are available for use in future formation or translation
experiments.
111, Ex erimental Plan: Initial operation of LSM will concentrate on the
physi+~nglreconnection formation method, driven by passive
mirrors, and the subsequent axial dynamics in the larger (lower Ee - 0.24
kV/cm) device. It has beer, observeds in FRX-C that the ~C flux con’linement
abruptly deteriorates when the bias field is raised ●bove a certain value
corresponding to a transient minimum elongation (cmin ■ ln,i /2r
during the axial contraction. The deterioration in con inement

~ m~x) c~~io?

understood, but the Steinhauer formation modello is found to qualitatively
predict the ●ffects of the implosion electric field Ee(rt), crowbarred main
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field Bc, and the bias field Bb on cmi ~ $ ~ and S. Formation studies in LSM
will be used to test the predictions o? th~ Steinhauer model as a function of
coil radius rc, fill pressure p , fill gas species, and coil geometry (e.g.,

“f
?■ lc/2r ), as well as Ee (rt ~ Bc, and Bb. The flux confinement behavior

vthcmin ~nLSt4villbe compared vith the FRX-C results to look foranrc
dependence of the cm n

A
threshold for degraded confinement.

In the second p ase of LSII operation, we expect to study the physics of
nontear.ing (or programmed) formationli using slow-risetime (t1t4 = 2 ms) CUSP
coils* These coils, located 23 cm from each end of the theta pinch coil,
will provide an on-axis field strength of up to 4.6 kG in the opposite sense
as the bias field. In the non-tearing formation method, closed iield lines
are drawn in from the vacuum region between the cusp and theta pinch noils
during the rise of the main field, without the need for field line tearing
and reconnection in the plasma. This method greatly reduces (or eliminates)
the need for passive mirro s.

-5
As a result, the central coil radius can be

reduced and Ee (r ) (= r
‘i%

) increased. According to the Steinhauer model,
this change in coi geome ry alone can produce a significant increase (< 50%)
in s (to =3) and + (to =5 mWb). In addition, nontearing formation is
expected to be mope symmetric (both axially and azir,lutkslly) thmn
tearing/reconnection formation. Increased symmetry may produce i.ither
increases in s and + if flux losses are reduced or if stronger axial
dynamics (smaller c in ycan be tolerated without. degrading confinement.

A number of ot~er issues will be studied in LSM. Preionization, using
the same ringing 9-discharge bank as in previous FRX-C operation, is expected
to be more difficult at low (~ 5 mtorr) fill pressures because of the lower
E (rt). Therefore auxiliary prelonization methods will be needed, such as
r!-excited antennas or microwave generators, The influence of the ion
species on the formation process will be assessed by ope;:ating with hydrogen,
and possibly helium, instead of the usual deuterium fill gas. We will
attempt to identify internal tilt mode activity using azimuthal arrays of
magnetic probes which are sensitive to nonaxial field components. This
attempt is motivated by MHD simulationsi~ which show that the nonlinear
evolution of the “internal” tilt mode causes n - 1, m ■ 1 distortions of the
separatrix shape. These probe arrays may also be useful ir det~cting
external tilting during strong axial contractions.
IV. Preliminary Resul~s: The vacuum field amplitudes and time scales
observed during Sn checkout are shown in Table 1, These parameters vere
conpared with previously achieved FRX-C field parameters using a simple
circuit model. The LSl+ field parameters were found to be in very good
agreement with the predictions of the circuit model,

FRC formation In initial LSM operation has b~en severely limited in fill
pressure p. and bias field B by difficulties in achieving full preionization
with the &PI system. The p~asma parameters which have been produced so far
are illustrated in Table 11. Adequate preionization at 5 mtorr of D2 gas vas
possible only during the first = 15 shots following a vacuum opening; 7 mtorr
D operation was possible during the first = 65 shots. Apparently n cleanup

$e feet was responsible for the increasing difficulty in low p. preionization,
The best FRC performance was achieved at 10 mtorr of D gas,

f
At higher PO

(12 mtorr D2), FRC lifetimes were short. Preionizat on improvements are
clearly needad to expand the operating range in p. ●nd to perrfiit wider
variations in 90 for axial dynamics studies.
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The tearing/reconnection process using a passive mirror ratio of 1,21
seemed to occur rapidly in LSM. Axial drifting following formation, which
can result from slow, axially non-symmetric Reconnection, was seldom observed
in initial LSM operation. The axial dynamics during formation were very
gentle for the conditions surveyed so far. The minimum elongation differed
little, if any, from the equilibrium values of 4 to 6. Therefore, some
increase in polo~dal flux may be possible (after preionization improvements)
if the critical value c~f Cmi is similar to that in FRX-C.

A striking difference !n the formation process compared with previous
FRX-C formation was the appearance of strong oscillations on the Jndl and CV
signals. These oscillations began during the rise of the main field and
persisted until axial equilibrium was reached. The period of the
oscillations (=3 115) was approximately equal to an ion transit time acvoss
the FRC diameter.

Axial equilibrium was reached between 20 and 30 us after main bank
initiation (t - O). The equilibrium FRCS appeared in all cases to be about
as long as the central coil length, similar to the FRX-C 20 mtorr case.
Hence, the FRC equilibria in LSM are probably influenced by the passive
mirror fields. The effect will tend to increase <B> and decrease s from the
estimates based on elongated equilibria, especially for low x~ cases. The
n ■ 2 rotational instability was observed to grow after approximately the
same stable periods as were observed in FRX-C,

Two modes of FRC termination were observed. Th@ n = 2 rotational mode
was responsible for the termination in most cases with PO < 10 mtorr. The
second mode of termination was observed for some 10 mtorr cases and most
12 mtorr cases. It appeared as a sudden axial motion of the FRC. The radius
and fndl were observed to rise at one end (ii s constant) and decrease at the
other, followed by rapid flux decay. This type of termination was observed
to occur between t = 40US and t = 601Js. The cases shown in Table II which
exhibited this type of termination all had s > 3. Additional measurements
are needed to understand the termination process.
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Table I

LSM Field Parameters

Bias &PI

Charge Voltage (kV) 3.8 50

Field Amplitude (kG) 0.8 0.8

T1/4 (IJs)

T1/e (Us)

Shot Number

Fill Gas (mtorr)

Bias Field (kG)

Bv (kG)

r~ (cm)

‘s
$P (mUb)

ii (10L5 cm-~)

Ti + Te (eV)

Pi. (cm)

s

A~i (cm)

Stable Period (IJs)

FRC Lifetime (IJS)

T+ (us)

TN (IJs)

~E (lJs)

170 1.45

Table II

Summary of LSM Plasma Parameters

After FRC Formation

5911

5 tl~

0.48

4.3

~8.5

0.45

5.4

1.5

280

0.41

2.8

27

70

15G

60

95

45

5S76

7 D2

0.43

4.1

14

0.34

2.0

2.4

170

0.33

1.7

6

80

120

70

120

60

6033

10 D2

0.81

4.1

16

0.39

2.9

2.3

170

0.33

2.1

6

90

140

110

130

50

6048

10 D2

0.78

2.8

23

0.56

7.2

0.9

180

0.51

3.4

20

no
n=2

65

90 ‘

--

40

Plain

45

5>5

7.1

590

6073

12 D2

0.83

3.8

18.5

0.45

4.8

2.0

140

0.34

3.2

6

no
n=2

60

50

7(J

35

6076

12 D2

0.83

3.1

23

0.56

7.5

1.7

120

0.39

4.3

5

no
n_2

65

110

70

45

N.B. $ and s are estimated using a diffuse profile which w s
demcrib~ previous equilibria; ,, ~ #24 °unda;:

s - +p/(2n~iorsB ). The’?x~~lucs are not correctt~ ;orwmir’ro? affects. A
rigid rotor res imate for s (s ■ (rs/Y? pie) xs/5) would yield higher
values.


